DynamicPageList3

DynamicPageList3 extension is a reporting tool for MediaWiki, which allows to include lists of pages, based on various selection criteria, on any content page.

$$\text{DynamicPageList3}$$

Create lists of other articles based on their category, namespace, title, references or template usage and include contents or arguments of template calls of those articles into your page.

- **Status:** stable
- **Developer:** Alexia E. Smith, Algorithmix, Dangerville, IlyaHaykinson, Theaitetos, Unendlich
- **Extension type:** MediaWiki
- **Edition:** BlueSpice free
- **Dependencies:** MediaWiki
- **License:** GPL v2+
- **Activated:** Yes
- **Category:** Reporting
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### Usage / functionality

A typical application is the inclusion of a list of pages from certain categories or namespaces on a wiki page. The selection and sorting criteria can be applied using various parameters.
Technical info

The standard module for this extension is {{#dpl: ... }}.

Configuration

- There are no configuration options for this extension.

Rights (permissions)

This extension requires no special rights.

More Info

Examples for how to use this extension are included on the related help page.

A complete user manual can be found on Gamepedia.

Demo

You can try out including the dpl module on the BlueSpice Demo Sandbox page.